1995 Paul Bunyan/All Onion Masters
Questions by Willie Keller, Phil Wattles, and Brandon Jones
TOSS-UPS
1. As a rookie in 1939, this Yankee right fielder outhit Ted Williams.
With Heinrich and DiMaggio, he formed one of the greatest outfields of all time. FTP give
the real name of the player known as King Kong.
Charlie (King Kong) KELLER
2. He came to the United States to study at the Univeristy of
Pennsylvania in 1935 before transferring to MIT. This Chinese American taught at
Harvard from 1945-948 before turning his attention to architectual design, including
the Government Center in Boston. FTP name this architect, who also designed the John
Hancock Tower.
I. M. PEl
3. Right views, right resolve, right speech, right action, right
livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right concentration
make up, FTP what highway to Nirvana
EIGHTFOLD PATH
4. Everyone has a "big hole" in their head, the one through which the
spinal column passes. FTP give the name of this opening, which is Latin for "big hole".
FORAMEN MAGNUM
5. This Tuscan Father/Daughter combo painted in the late 16th and early 17th century.
Oraziois works include The Annunciation, Flight into Egypt, and Moses saved from the
Waters. Artemisiais (Art-uh-mis-ee-uhs) works include Judith and Holoferns, Mary
Magdelen and Christ Among the Doctors. FTP give the last name of this pair.
GENTILESCHI
6. Pencil and paper ready; the answer will be in square meters. A
Xenon-135 atom has a neutron cross-section of 3 million barns. A barn is ten to the
negative 24th square centimenters. FTP how square meters is the neutron cross-section
of Xenon-135?
THREE TIMES TEN TO THE NEGATIVE 22ND
(accept equivalents)
7. This name, besides being the name of the second asteroid discoved, was also the name
of a youthful playmate of Athena whom she accidentally killed. FTP give the name,
sometimes tacked on before Athena.
PALLAS
8. Computer accronyms are growing wildly, so lets get down to the
basics. FTP what doe the accronym BASIC stand for?
BEGINNER'S ALL-PURPOSE SYMBOLIC INSTRUCTION CODE
9. Discovered accidently by William Mason in 1924, this construction
material is created by binding wood flakes and sawdust with a resin to from a sheet. FTP
name this cheap plywood substitute whose name sounds like a They Might Be Giants song.
PARTICLE BOARD

10. This city was founded by the Romans in 29 AD on site of an ancient Thracian village.
It was originally named Ulpia Serdica. After being destroyed by Attila the Hun in the
6th century, it was rebuilt by the Byzantines and renamed Triaditsa. It aquired its
present name in the 14th century prior to Turkish occupation. Soviet style archetecure
dots the skyline, and had the reputation of being the most dangerous city in the eastern
bloc. FTP, name this beautiful capital of Bulgaria.
SOFIA
11. Fort Bliss, Cannon Air Force Base, Las Vegas National Wildlife
Refuge, Kirtland A.F.B., Las Cruces, Truth or Consequences. FTP what
state can all of these be found in?
NEW MEXICO
12. Surging technology stocks and take-over rumors in the banking
industry fueled the Dow Jones on Monday to hit its 39th record high of the year. FTP and
within 75, what did the dow close at on Monday.
4553.68 (4628.68-4478.68)
13. Two months after minor throat surgery, this politician has found his voice. In his
first public speech since the operation he announced that he would indeed be running for
president in 1996. He will not start his campaign however until his state's budget is
passed at the end of the summer. FTP name this govenor, known for his support of Prop.
187.
Pete WILSON
14. The first Polynesians to land on Mururoa (MOO-ROO-ROA) atoll named it the "big
secret" It is still remote but now longer a secret. Last week it was announced that the
atoll would be the site of 8 above ground nuclear tests to begin in September. FTP what
country will be the perpetrator of such an act?
FRANCE
15. This plan, inaugurated in 1962 was devised manly to expedite mail service for
organizations sending out large quantities of packages each day. A cute little cartoon guy
was created in 1963 to market the idea when it was to be expanded to everyday use. FTP
what does the acronym ZIP in Mr. Zip's name stand for?
ZONE IMPROVEMENT PLAN (prompt for more if they buzz in early with ZIP code)
16. This indigenous peoples common name derives from the word 'normal' in their
language. This term was created so the people could
distinguish themselves from the European invaders. Tradition states
that these people arrived in their present location on 7 canoes from the land of Hawaiki.
Today they make up merely 8% of New Zealand's population. FTP name this indigenous
people.
MAORI
17. Western Samoa gains independence, U.S. and Japan agree to the final settlement of US
post-war economic assistance, Spain applied for assocciation with the E.E.C., Edward
Kennedy is elected to the Senate, U Thant was elected Secretary General of the United
Nations, Francis Gary Powers is released in Berlin, Cuban Missle Crisis. FTP in what
year did all of these take place?
1962
18. Anwar al Sadat, Bashir Gemayal, Francisco "Pancho" Villa, Albert

Dolfuss, Lord Mountbatten, Medgar Evers, Huey Long. FTP how did all of these men meet
their demise?
ASSASSINation
19. FTP, name the 17th century author most famous for his work,
"Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God."
JONATHAN EDWARDS
20. The acclaimed author of such books as Sula and Tar Baby, Chloe
Anthony Wofford enjoys a great deal of praise. FTP, give the name by which she is better
known.
TONI MORRISON
21. Written by Lady Murasaki-Shikibu, it is considered to be the
world's oldest existing novel. FTP, name it.
THE TALE OF GENJI
22. FTP, what is the more widely known title of JRR Tolkien's novel There and Back
Again?
THE HOBBIT
23. FTP, name the actress who was denied a 1994 Best Actress nomination because her
film, The Last Seduction, premiered on HBO and not in theatres.
Linda FIORENTINO
24. Sunday at the Park with George, Miss Saigon, Into the Woods, A
Little Night Music. FTP, which is NOT a Sondheim musical?
MISS SAIGON
25. FTP, name the author of the Libretto of Mozart's Don Giovanni.
Lorenzo da PONTE
26. FTP, give the month and day of the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing.
APRIL 19
27. The Great Train Robbery, Electronic Life, Five Patients, Eaters of
the Dead, A Case of Need, Sphere, Disclosure, Rising Sun, and Congo are all works from
this prolific and now wealthy author. FTP who is he?
MICHAEL CRICHTON
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BONII
1. (30 points) Anfernee Hardaway's offense seems as explosive as
hydrogen, fitting because his jersey number is 1. Given the basketball player from the
NBA finals, give his jersey number for 5 pts and the element which corresponds to that
jersey number for 5 more points.
MANGANESE
Robert Horry (H is silent) 25
Shaquille O'Neal
32
GERMANIUM
Hakeem Olijuwan
34
SELENIUM
2. (30 Points) Let's check your knowledge of the Renaissance Turtles.
5pts. Who lived the longest, 89 years?
MICHEALANGELO
5pts. Who died at the youngest age, 37 years?
RAPHAEL
20pts Put the date of birth in chronological order, earliest to latest.
DONNATELLO(1386}, LEONARDO(1452),
MICHELANGELO(1475), RAPHEAL(1483)
3. (30 points) Pencil and Paper ready. A stationary ball experiences a
jerk of 1 meter per second cubed for 2 seconds. How far has the ball
travelled at the end of the 2 seconds.
2 METERS
4. (30 points) The year 2000 is rapidly approaching. Answer the
following sports questions about the number 2000.
5 points
Which city will host the Olympics in 2000?
SYDNEY
10 points
Who was the first NFL player to score 2000 points in a career?
George BLANDA
15 points
Who was the first NBA player to score 2000 points in one
season?
George YARDLEY
5. (30 pints) Gilgamesh is a great hero of Babylonian myths; how well do you know the
deities of that pantheon?
10 points
God of Sky/Chief Diety
ANU
10 points
God of the City, wind, thunder, storms, and rain
MARDUK
10 points
Goddess of love and war
ISHTAR
6. (30 points) (10 points each) Invented by Ludwig von Siegn in 1690, this process of
engraving copper plates involves uniform burring of the plate to get an even grain,
followed by scraping and burnishing to produce the picture.
MEZZOTINT
What new kind of tint was invented in 1768 by using porous powdered resin on the
copper plates used for mezzotint.
AQUATINT
What new kind of etching was invented in 1798 by replacing copper plates with porous
stone?
LiTHOgraphy
7. (30 points) Epistomology is the study of how you know what you know. Let's find out
what you know about the theories on how you know what you know.
(10points)This school retained belief in the existence of innate ideas,

proposed by Descartes and Pascal.
RATIONALISM
(10 points)This school included Locke, Hume, and Mill. It denied the
existence of innate ideas altogether.
EMPERICISM
(10 points) Alfred North Whitehead proposed that the nervous system acted as a
intermediary between an object and and the perception of it.
CASUAL theory
8. (30 points, 15 points each) These two properties intrinsic to quarks are only
conserved in reactions and decays that proceed via the strong interaction, but are not
conserved by those that proceed via weak interaction.
STRANGENESS, CHARM
9. (30 points) Son of Sultan Mehmet II he assumed the throne of the Ottoman Empire
after his fathers death in 1451. He expanded Ottoman influence deep into the Balkans
and solidified control in Eastern Anatolia. However, he is most famous for the change in
management in Constantinople in 1453. For 30 points, name the Ottoman sultan who
destroyed the Byzantine empire?
MURAT the 2nd
10. (20 points) Isn't Risk a wonderful game? Those who have the biggest armies win,
right? Let's apply that to modern politics shall we. I will give you two countries that
are either at odds with one another now or have been in the past. You tell me which one
has the larger active-duty standing army. 5 points for each correct answer and a bonus
five for all three. HINT - none of these are even close.
Turkey & Greece
Ans: TURKEY 480,000
Greece 159,300
Australia & Japan
Ans: JAPAN 237,700
Australia 63,200
Germany & United Kingdom
Ans: GERMANY 408,200
U.K. 271,800
11. (30 points) Any good at giving directions? I will give you three cities and you give
me the single interstate highway that connects them, for ten points each.
Bangor, ME
Baltimore, MD
Miami, FL

------->

1-95

Raleigh, NC
Little Rock, AK -----> 1-40
Albquerque, NM
Eugene, OR
San Francisco CA
San Diego, CA

-----> 1-5

12. (30 points) You know that the Treaty of Versaille was the peace treaty signed with
Germany at the end of WWI. However how well do you know the other peace treatys
signed at the conclusion of the war. I'll give you the treaty, and FTP each, you give me the
country.
Treaty of St. Ge rmai n ---------------------A U ST R I A
N e u i Ily--------------------------B U LGA R I A
Treaty
of
Treaty
of
T ri an 0 n -------------------------- HUN GA RY

(DO NOT ACCEPT the Austro-Hungarian or the Hapsburg Empire for any part of this
answer.)
13. (25 points) Let's see how much you know about syndicated television. I will give
you the five top rated syndicated television shows for 1994. Put them in order from
most to least popular. You will receive five points for each answer in the correct spot.
Oprah Winfrey
Star Trek The Next Generation
Entertainment Tonight
Wheel of Fortune
Jeopardy!
ANSWER
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
1
JEOPARDY!
2
STAR TREK (tng)
3
OPRAH WINFREY
4
ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 5
14. (20 points) The child of Charles VI, this person succeeded to the
Habsburg crown lands of Austria, Bohemia, Hungary, the Southern
Netherlands, and Northern Italy. The succession took place in 1740
according to the guidelines set out by the Pragmatic Sanction. This
ruler led the empire through the War of Austrian Succession and the
Seven Years War. In 1765, Joseph II became co-regent until this person's death in
1780. For 20 points name this Austrian monarch.
MARIA THERESA
15. (20 points) Here's our patriotic bonus question. The answers to these two
questions correspond to the colors of our flag. Ten points each.
Which of the three colors identifies the most expensive brand of Johnnie Walker Scotch,
at nearly $200 a bottle?
BLUE
Which of the colors identifies the second of the Krzysztof Kieslowski
Three Colours films starring Julie Delphy as a wife whose husband was impotent?
WHITE
16. (25 points) It's the Fragrance bonus!! For every cologne named, give the fashion
house that it came from. For example, if I said cK one, you would say Calvin Klein. 5
points each.
Tommy TOMMY HILFIGER
Colors
BENNETTON
Polo Sport RALPH LAUREN
Sunflowers ESTEE LAUDER
REVLON
Charlie
17. 30-20-10 Name the celebrity.
30 He was recently dumped by his record company, Tommy Boy Records
20 He recently appeared in the 1995 film "The Brady Bunch Movie"
10 He is most famous for his dance anthem "Supermodel (You Better Work)"
RUPAUL

18. The 1994 MONEY magazine survey named this three-city metropolitan area "The
Best Place to Live in America." For 30 points, all or nothing, name all three cities,
commonly referred to as "The Triangle" by their residents.
RALEIGH-DURHAM-CHAPEL HILL
19. For five points each and an additional five points for all four,
give the full first and middle names of these authors who usually use
initials.
WH Auden
WYSTANHUGH
TS Eliot
THOMAS STEARNS
AEHousman ALFRED EDWARD
DH Lawrence DAVID HERBERT
20. Although the artists and songs may be different, the titles are thesame. For five
points each and an additional five for all five, name the songs performed by these often
very different artists. For example, if I said, George Gershwin and DJ Jazzy Jeff and the
Fresh Prince, you would say "Summertime."
CHERISH
Kool and the Gang, Madonna
Joe Jackson, AI. B. Sure
NIGHT AND DAY
Elvis Presley, Bobby Brown
DON'T BE CRUEL
The Isley Brothers, Public Enemy FIGHT THE POWER
Marvin Gaye, Soul Asylum
SEXUAL HEALING
21. For 20 pts, name the Oscar winning duo who penned the music for the ultra
successful Disney films Beauty and the Beast and The Little Mermaid.
ALAN MENKEN AND HOWARD ASHMAN
22. Government Acronyms are so fun! I will give you an acronym and you give the
words the letters stand for. 5 points each
AFDC
AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN
FSLlC
FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN INSURANCE CORPORATION
EPA
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
FDIC
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
NHTSA
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY
ADMINISTRATION
23. For those of you who passed on the African American Literature
course, this question is designed to make you wish you hadn't. When
given the name of a book written by an African American, give the author for five points,
plus an additional five points for all four.
ALICE WALKER
The Temple of My Familiar
Their Eyes Were Watching God ZORA NEALE HURSTON
Nobody Knows My Name
JAMES BALDWIN
Manchild in the Promised Land CLAUDE BROWN
24. Name the author from the works, 30-20-10
30: The Professor's House, The Song of the Lark
20: One of Ours, A Lost Lady, April Twilights
10: 0 Pioneers, My Antonia
Willa CATHER
25. (30 points) How well is George Schultz remembered today? FTP each, name the
three posts he held during the Nixon administration.
Sec. of LABOR

Sec. of TREASURY
Director of the Office of MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
26. (30 points) Three of Plato's dialogues deal directly with the last
days of Socrates. The first relates Socrates' defense at his trial; the
second, his refusal to escape death by accepting exile; and the third,
the famous hemlock scene. Five points for one, 15 for two, 25 for three and an additional
5 if all three are in the correct order.
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